Abstract Quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) is widely used for the investigation of human blood mechanical properties, and shows high sensitivity for monitoring select dynamic processes, including red blood cell sedimentation and aggregation, coagulation, plasma protein absorption, as well as evaluating the bio-compatibility/affinity of different materials, etc. The present study provides a critical analysis of the challenges associated with data modelling and data interpretation, with respect to a QCM-based experimental setup. Here, the modelling approach selected for use is based on the analysis of the interactions that occur between an oscillating QCM surface and different blood components adhering to the surface. The resultant mathematical model overcomes these challenges by presenting simple, interpretable output parameters for monitoring experimental erythrocyte sedimentation in whole blood (WB), platelet aggregation in platelet rich plasma (PRP) and fibrin polymerisation in platelet poor plasma (PPP).
Introduction
Quartz crystal microbalance (QCM) is a popular shear vibration-based technique for studying the mechanical properties of blood. QCM exhibits a high sensitivity for monitoring dynamic processes in blood, including cell sedimentation and aggregation, coagulation, plasma protein absorption, as well as evaluating the bio-compatibility/ affinity of different materials, etc. [1, 2, 3, 4] . In order to use QCM sensor in diagnostics, measured sensor resonant characteristics are typically converted to interpretable physical parameters characterizing blood and/or blood components. However, standard simple methods of data modelling and interpretation work only in limited cases and may lead to unrealistic results.
The blood sample to be interrogated is typically loaded onto the sensor statically or through the use of a flow-based micro-channel system. The mechanical properties of the material are determined by comparing the QCM motional impedance complex value, Z s *, before ("in air") and after sample loading. The Z s * time-course is frequently studied to obtain information pertinent to the kinetic processes occurring in the sample. Following the small load approximation [5] , it is assumed that both complex parts of Z s * are equal to zero in air (an unloaded QCM sensor typically has a very high Q-factor) and correlate to basic resonance peak characteristics when loaded. Furthermore, Im(Z s *) is proportional to the resonant frequency shift, Δf, and Re(Z s *) is proportional to the peak half-bandwidth, ΔГ. Thus, it is possible to measure Z s * using a spectrum analyser by fitting the peak and applying the following formula:
where C b is the coefficient of proportionality dependent on QCM basic characteristics under specific power supply conditions and temperature. At least two recently published articles present algorithms for sample mechanical property calculations based on Z s * complex value analysis in four simple situations (see Fig. 1 ) [5, 6] . More specifically: i). The sample is an ideal Newtonian fluid. Here, Z s * = (j2πηρf 0 ) 1/2 , where ρ is material density and η is viscosity. This leads to equality Δf = -ΔГ and to the well-known Kanazawa equation [7] for determining sample viscosity: 
*E-mail: v_a_efremov@yahoo.com Eq. 2 is often used for purely viscous fluids as water or oils, but the condition Δf = -ΔГ is never observed in blood or plasma in practice.
ii). The sample is a rigid material absorbed/bound to the sensor surface and oscillating in phase with the quartz crystal. This leads to equalities ΔГ = 0 and Z s * = j2πf 0 M, where M is the mass density of the absorbed material. The Sauerbrey equation [8] is applicable as follows:
Eq. 3 is the classical equation for solid particle microgravimetry. It should be combined with eq. 2 to be applicable for fluids.
iii). The sample is а Newtonian fluid but contains microscopic colloidal particles adhering to the sensor surface. This situation can be modelled as a 2-layer system: the first (bottom) layer is a finite, rigid layer, while the second (upper) is a semi-infinite viscous layer. If one is interested in bio-kinetic tests, e.g., absorption processes from the colloid, it's assumed that the top layer viscosity value does not change over time. Meanwhile, the lower layer characteristics vary. In this case, ΔГ ≤ -Δf and Z s * = (j2πηρf 0 ) 1/2 + j2πf 0 M. Integration with eq.1 gives the following formulae for sample bulk viscosity and determination of the required mass density of absorbed material:
Eq. 4 & 5 are often used in practice. However, there are two problems that may occur. Firstly, the condition where ΔГ ≤ -Δf is not observed, it results in the "missing mass" effect interpretation [5] . Secondly, if adhering particles are relatively big and soft (e.g. blood cells) it is impossible to ignore their elastic and viscous properties.
iv). The sample is a non-Newtonian material characterised by the complex shear modulus G* = G' + jG" but is not adhesive to the sensor surface. In this case ΔГ ≥ -Δf and Z s * = (Gρ) 1/2 . The parts of complex shear modulus can be defined by the Borovikov formula [9] :
The applicability of eq.6 is also limited by ΔГ ≥ -Δf condition, because alternatively it can produce an unrealistic negative elasticity value [10] .
Obviously, the limitations of above modelling approaches are connected to their simplicity. The number of unknown parameters, m, characterizing sample mechanical properties is equal to or less than the number of measured values, n = 2 (ΔГ & Δf) in eq.1. This interpretation doesn't work well if the sample matrix is physically complex and cannot be characterised by the set of m ≤ 2 parameters. For example, a fluid can be non-Newtonian and may contain some particles/components which can be absorbed to a particular surface coating material. Here, one needs to operate with m = 3 parameters, namely G', G" & M. Moreover, there can be more than one type of absorbing components which have viscoelastic as opposed to rigid properties (m > 4). The eq. (1) is not solvable in this case, suggesting that data interpretation for such complex materials is an intricate problem requiring novel, more refined modelling methods. Moreover, the output parameters of above models, such as blood viscosity, density, elasticity etc., are always concentration dependent, i.e. do not allow one to characterize single cell/component mechanical properties. The latter aspect is quite important, for example, at diagnostics of red blood cell rigidity (which is altered in diabetes [11] or anaemia [12] ) or in the analysis of fibrin polymer internal structure (which changes in cases of fibrinogen disorders [13] ). 
Materials and methods

Experimental methods
QCM sensors, manufactured by Maxtek ® Inc. (Torrance, CA, U.S.), were selected for all experiments. The sensor's gold surface was coated uniformly with polystyrene (PS) layer with a thickness not exceeding 0.5 μm. The power supply conditions were selected to get optimal spectral characteristics of motional impedance close to an oscillation frequency of 5MHz following recommendations made in [5] . Agilent 4395A (Agilent Technologies ® , Santa Clara, CA, U.S.) spectrum analyser was used with a minimal scanning frequency step of 0.1Hz. Data acquisition was performed using a custom-developed LabView ® (version 2010) interface with the maximal time step of 1.4 seconds. Resonance curves were fitted by a rational function approximation standard algorithm [14] to evaluate resonant frequency (f 0 ) and peak half-bandwidth (Г). Unloaded sensor surfaces demonstrated high-quality characteristics of approximately f 0 = 5MHz and Г 0 = 10Hz.
Venous blood was collected from the antecubital vein with minimum stasis, and was citrated to provide a final sodium citrate concentration of 10.5 mmol/L. Blood was stored at 37°C for a period not longer than 1 hour postcollection. Two types of blood plasma were obtained by centrifugation: platelet rich plasma (PRP) was retained by centrifuging at 200 xg for 10 min, with platelet poor plasma (PPP) harvested by an additional centrifugation at 2000 xg for 10 min. All samples were diluted in normal saline (1:1) before loading. Samples volume for QCM tests were 220 µl. All tests were performed at 37°C.
A standard activated partial thromboplastin time (APTT) protocol was used to investigate the coagulation process in PPP. Here, the plasma was mixed (1:1) with APTT reagent (HemosIL ® APTT-SP liquid, Instrumentation Laboratory, Italy) and loaded onto the QCM crystal. CaCl 2 (22 μl of 25 mM solution) was added after 200 seconds to initiate the formation of a fibrin clot. Additional comparative coagulation tests were performed with 2 g/L fibrinogen by adding the required volume of lyophilized fibrinogen solution (Hyhen BioMed ® , Neville sur Oise, France) to PPP sample immediately after centrifugation.
Numerical methods and modelling
Shear wave penetration depth in viscous medium can be estimated as [7] :
Plasma usually demonstrates almost purely Newtonian behaviour [15, 16] . Normal plasma viscosity η = 1.2mPas (as applied in eq. 7) gives δ = 273 nm. Thus, the plasma volume undergoing shear perturbations is very small, much smaller than, for example, the typical size of a red blood cell (RBC). Oscillations occur close to the surface and are unable to perturb blood cells until they are attached. This is the specificity of the QCM method in contrast to lowfrequency rheometry: there is no difference between plasma and whole blood, i.e. almost Newtonian-like behavior.
On the other hand, when a blood cell adheres to the QCM surface, shear waves start propagating through it. RBC are typically considered to be "soft" objects: elasticity of a single RBC (concerned mainly with its membrane characteristics) falls in the range of 1-40 kPa [17, 18] , and the inner cell viscosity ranges between approximately 2-10 mPas [19] . Thus, adherence of the erythrocyte on the sensor surface distorts the sensor's "symmetric viscous" response (specified by plasma). One can also assume that waves propagating inside the cell have a decay length shorter than 1 μm (see eq. 7) and are not able to reach the top of the cell. Therefore, QCM can just "discern" a single layer of cells.
Another key consideration for QCM-based analysis relates to the surface coating material type. If the forces of cell-to-surface interactions are of sufficient strength, the base of the blood cell will oscillate in phase with the sensor and the rigid component will appear as a Z s * complex value. Finally, there are 3 parameters of blood cells to examine: real and imaginary parts of the complex shear modulus, G 1 ' + jG 1 ", characterising cell's inner structure; and mass density of the rigid cell base, M 1 , depending on both QCM coating type and the elastic properties of the cell. This consideration seems reasonable for any type of blood cell (RBCs, platelets, etc.), as well as for cell clusters and aggregates formed upon adhesion.
Other types of blood components that attach to the surface and change the symmetric viscous sensors response appear upon the onset of coagulation. The blood clot and its main component, the fibrin polymer, is often studied by QCM. There are several recently published works which demonstrate the sensitivity of this method when applied to blood analysis. Single fibre segments of the fibrin polymer have a length ranging from approximately 50 to 5000 nm [20, 21] and are considered by the majority of researchers to be purely elastic with typical G' values of between 1 to 10 MPa [20, 22] . However, the whole fibrin clot as the polymer network is surrounded by viscous plasma induces both viscous and elastic responses on the sensor. Moreover, forces of interaction between fibres and the deposited coating material may cause the formation of rigid segments at points of contact. Hence, this implies that the same three mechanical characteristics can be studied.
Another group of components to be taken into account is the one consisting of blood proteins. It was demonstrated in [23, 24, 25] that plasma proteins (especially fibrinogen and albumin) are very absorbable to hydrophobic surfaces such as polystyrene, which is selected for use in the present study. Plasma proteins have small sizes (1-50 nm) relative to the shear wave penetration depth. The typical values of their elasticity are approximately 1-10 GPa [26, 27] . Furthermore the protein-to-surface interaction forces are strong and hence, plasma proteins should be considered as being absolutely rigid elements, characterized by just one mechanical parameter of mass density.
In order to verify whether the above assumptions were in facto correct, simple comparative QCM tests were undertaken. Firstly, calibration tests were performed with viscous oils and water. Comparable frequency and half-bandwidth shifts, i.e. -Δf ≈ ΔГ, were observed and eq. 2 was applied to calculate the C b constant: C b = (1.72 ± 0.05) · 10 -2 μg/ (cm 2 Hz). Next, PPP and whole blood (WB) samples obtained from the same patient were used to study Δf and ΔГ curves in time (Fig. 2) . WB and PPP curves were aligned with respect to the time of sample loading. The initial response is a short (between 13 to 30 seconds) perturbation whilst the sensor passes non-monotonically to its new regime after pipetting. The point in time domain where perturbations cease is marked as a "Z-point" on the graphs, and is used as a "start level" for future analysis. Z-point times are defined as follows: t z = 10 sec for PPP and t z = 28 sec for WB (with respect to the time of loading). It is easy to see that PPP and WB spectral characteristics are very similar at their Z-points (Δf ≈ 810 Hz and ΔГ ≈ 870 Hz). This confirms the hypothetic idea that there is no distinction between blood and plasma behaviour on QCM before blood cells adhesion starts.
Furthermore, the observation that -Δf > ΔГ at Z-points indicates the presence of some non-viscous factors which are not observed in calibration tests. One can propose that there is a rigid mass layer on the sensor surface formed by absorbed proteins (PPP and WB with the same protein concentration). Indeed, it was demonstrated [23, 25] that for highly hydrophobic surfaces, plasma protein absorption occurs very rapidly, reaching 90 % of it's plateau value (approximately 1 μg/cm 2 of mass density) 4-8 seconds after loading. It is impossible to derive the kinetics of such a rapid process as shown in Fig. 2 , simply because it is "hidden" by the perturbation of the sensor. At the Z-point, it is only possible to observe the result of the protein absorption as the clear difference between -Δf Z and ΔГ Z . In this case, equations 5 and 6 are applicable to define plasma viscosity and protein layer rigid mass densities. In more than 10 tests with normal blood and plasma the following values were achieved: η Z = 0.92 ± 0.06 mPas and M Z = 1.0 ± 0.5 μg/cm 2 . The diluted (1:1) plasma viscosity η Z can be recalculated to the undiluted one, η Z * = 1.16 ± 0.12 mPas, which corresponds to the normal range of values at 37°C [28] . After the Z-point, the PPP time response remains constant indicating that all processes are completed (i.e., there are no additional components left which can attach to the sensor surface). At the same, time WB ΔГ curve demonstrates a slow monotonous increase indicating the appearance of viscoelastic material on the sensor surface.
To study the process of blood components adhesion after the Z-point, a simple circuit model can be suggested as shown in Fig. 3 .
It is assumed that the sensor response consists of two parts. The first part is the result of plasma protein absorption characterized by two elements (η Z , M Z ) whose values can be easily determined. The second part is characterized Fig. 2 . Changes in time of QCM spectral characteristics (-Δf, ΔГ) for whole blood and platelet poor plasma. Time t = 54 sec corresponds to the sample loading; points Z correspond to the time when loading perturbations are complete. by three elements, namely elastic μ t , viscous η t and rigid M t mass which appears and then, increases during the "slow" process of viscoelastic/rigid blood component adhesion at t > t z . In this case, Eq. 1 for complex frequency shift can be rewritten in the following form:
It should be noted at Eq. 8 is unsolvable and number of variables should be somewhat reduced. Nevertheless, some preliminary analysis can be done by plotting data points {-Δf(t), ΔГ(t)} on the complex frequency plane (Fig. 4) . In this regard, the sensor response is characterised by the trace of vector-function Δf*(t) = -Δf(t){1, 0} + ΔГ(t){0, 1}. In principle, this version of eq. 8 allows Δf*(t) decomposition not only in an orthogonal basis but also into vector components concerned with the exact mechanical properties of a substance. For instance, at the Z-point vector, Δf* Z can be represented as the sum of a "viscous vector", Δf* visc = C b (πρf 0 η Z / 2) 1/2 · {1, 1}, and "rigid vector", Δf* rigid = C b 2πf 0 M Z · {1, 0}. After the Z-point, i.e. when extra viscosity, rigidity and elasticity emerge, the following corresponding vector additives come into play: Δf* = Δf* visc + Δf* rigid + δΔf* visc + δΔf* rigid + δΔf* elast (9) It follows from eq.8 that if viscosity and elasticity do not vary, then any changes in rigid mass lead to data point shifts only in the horizontal direction (e.g. -Δf). In contrast, elastic changes at stable viscosity and rigid mass displace data points vertically parallel to the ΔГ axis. Purely viscous metamorphoses occur at an angle of 45°, i.e. in the direction of equal varies of ΔГ & -Δf. After the Z-point, there is no unambiguous solution of eq. 8, and the exact position of some T-points can be due to the infinite number of possible combinations with vector additives.
On the other hand, the viscous additive, δΔf* visc , can always be represented as linear sum of δΔf* rigid & δΔf* elast and hence, may be excluded from this modelling approach. Indeed, one can pass to a new set of 3 "effective" additive vectors: δΔf* eff.visc = 0; δΔf* eff.rigid = δΔf* rigid + δΔf* visc {1, 0} / √2 and δΔf* eff.elast = δΔf* elast + δΔf* visc {0, 1} / √2 and then, get the unambiguous solution in terms of "effective rigid mass density" and "effective elasticity." Where η t ≡ 0 and after substitution of values η Z & M Z in eq. 8, this can be represented as follows:
The interpretation of the model based on eqs. 10-11 is quite clear. Any blood component adhering to the sensor surface is considered to consisting of two parts: "a basement" -namely the rigid component oscillating in phase with the sensor (which becomes a "part" of the coating material) and "a tail" representing the moving viscoelastic part leading to energy dissipation. Parameters μ t (t) & M t (t), as defined by eq. 10-11 are the main components of the total basement and total tail, respectively, formed by all blood components adhering by time t. Both μ t (t) & M t (t) values are not intended to be interpreted as the real physical characteristics. They are overestimated because they contain information relevant to viscosity as compared to real elasticity and rigidity of blood cells or fibrin clots. In other words, μ t can be considered as "effective elasticity" and M t as "effective rigid mass density" of adhering "wet material".
In the present work the normalised model parameters are used: "relative elasticity" with respect to the not changing loss modulus; "relative rigidity" with respect to an optional C N value (5 μg/cm 2 in the present study):
Finally, it is reasonable to define a parameter of "relative flexibility", φ, as the ratio of these two elements: (14) Lower φ values would represent a rigidness of material, i.e. the inability to oscillate freely and to dissipate energy.
Higher φ values would mean that material is pliant, able to oscillate freely and having a smaller base component coupled firmly to the sensor surface.
Results and discussion
The first group of experiments was performed using PRP and WB obtained from the same healthy donor. Figs. 5-7 The primary component of PRP which plays a key role in the adhesion process is platelets. As shown in [29] , QCM shear rate in plasma is quite large (about 105 sec-1) and vibrations are able to induce platelet activation with the subsequent formation of aggregates on the surface. One may find corresponding experimental data in recently published papers: microscopy of platelet aggregates forming on QCM surface [30] ; PRP QCM frequency shift curves in the presence of platelet activation agonists and antagonists [35] .
Aggregation kinetics is quite complicated to reliably determine, and their accurate estimation depends on many factors (e.g. platelet count, the concentration of some plasma proteins and coating material properties etc.). In the present study, it was not our intention to perform multi-parametric correlation analysis. Nevertheless, an application of model equations 10-14 can give an interpretable and understandable picture of the platelet aggregation process (Fig. 6 ) better than just raw -Δf and ΔГ curves. Firstly, the form of the M t~( t) curve can be used for numerical estimation of aggregate mass growth rate (as a 1st derivative) measured in sec -1 (or in mg · cm -2 sec -1 by using the appropriate constant C N in eq. 13) and, if necessary, for 2nd derivative analysis. Secondly, the relative flexibility curve, φ(t), has a form very close to "step-function". The unusual behaviour of this curve firstly at 70 sec after the Z-point is due to the small values of M t~( t) being the denominator in eq. 14. However, after 70-90 seconds it reaches a constant value of about 0.38. To explain this observation, one can assume that platelet aggregates consist of a number of identical single fragments adhered to the sensor surface. Each fragment has the same pair of mechanical characteristics M i~ & μ i~. When the number of adhered fragments increases, the total responses M t~( t) & μ t~( t) proportional to that number will also increase. Meanwhile, φ(t) is the rational parameter, being a characteristic of a single fragment, and, hence, doesn't change. The tests with PRP have shown that constant value of relative flexibility remains almost the same for all normal PRP samples but varies under different experimental conditions. For example, this is dependent on the type of coating material selected for use, the time of PRP sample storage and the temperature at which measurements are taken. Meanwhile, form of M t~( t) curve can vary significantly for normal samples. Thus, the flexibility analysis as 2 parameters monitoring (qualitative, φ, and quantitative, M t~) have a potential for study of individual features of platelet aggregation process.
In contrast to PRP, WB contains platelets and RBCs, and this has a significant impact on the QCM response (Fig. 7) . The null hypothesis M t~( t) curve can be interpreted as being representative of RBC sedimentation dynamics. It is notable that mass density reaches saturation approximately 300 sec after the Z-point, and the sedimentation rate (as reciprocal to the time of half-saturation) can be easily extracted from this graph. In comparison to other methods, one should take into account the fact that QCM senses just a single layer of erythrocytes attached to the surface. The form of the relative flexibility curve for WB is not so clearly "step-shaped" which is indicative of the quite complicated multicomponent nature of WB. Nevertheless, its final value of about 0.6 indicates weaker cell-to-surface interactions and/or the softer structure of single RBC compared to platelet aggregates.
In order to analyse the potentials of RBC flexibility diagnostics we should answer two important questions: 1 -is the final flexibility value haematocrit independent (meaning that it is really single cell characteristic)? and 2 -can RBC aggregation (usually observed in plasma) make any effect on data? To estimate these, additional test was performed. Two samples being the saline solutions of erythrocyte portion of centrifuged blood of another healthy donor were studied: 1st is 1:99 (1% of RBC to 99% of saline); 2nd is 1:999 (0.1% of RBC to 99.9% of saline). Results (modelling parameters) can be seen on Fig. 8 . In spite of significant difference in kinetics of adhesion process for different RBC counts, the answer for 1st question is promising: flexibility value is haematocrit independent. Moreover, for RBCs solved in saline (non-aggregative state) vs. RBC in plasma (with the presence of aggregation factors) the final value of flexibility is almost the same (0.61 vs. 0.59). These facts confirm the hypothesis that flexibility can be potentially used as the mechanical parameter characterizing a single cell, whatever type of adhesion may take place on the sensor (aggregation or straight sedimentation).
The second group of experiments was performed on PPP in the absence and presence of spiked fibrinogen (2 g/L; PPP+2) to permit the study of coagulation dynamics using the APTT format. Figs. 8-9 show typical QCM responses and corresponding model application. The -Δf & ΔГ curves were aligned with respect to the time of sample loading. CaCl 2 solution was added to initiate fibrin polymerisation after approximately 190-200 seconds and Z-points were chosen as 5 seconds thereafter. The observation that PPP and PPP+2 produced different responses at the Z-point was not surprising. Furthermore, the application of eqs. 5 & 6 gives: η Z = 0.91mPas for both samples, although M Z = 0.94 μg/cm 2 for PPP and M Z = 1.03 μg/cm 2 for PPP+2. This difference is understandable and correlates with the different protein concentrations present in the samples. After Z-points, at t > t z , a lag-phase of 20-25 seconds was observed, which was followed by a dramatic increase in both QCM spectral characteristics concerned with fibrin network formation. -Δf & ΔГ increased similarly in the case of PPP, by approximately 140Hz each finally. One could assume that such a "symmetric" response is concerned with purely viscous nature of fibrin polymer. However, the more significant growth of frequency shift with respect to ΔГ observed in the test with PPP+2 indicates that picture is not such simple.
In the majority of cases, the aim of a coagulation test is typically to define a "classical" set of indexes such as clotting time, the rate of clot formation and the final clot "strength" [31, 32] . These indexes are often "abstract", being used not for studying real clot physical characteristics but just for comparison between normal and abnormal states. For instance, in thromboelastography (TEG) basic measurement units are screen millimetres which can't be accurately converted to interpretable physical values [33] . In this regard, a good coagulation diagnostic assay can be performed using either raw -Δf(t) & ΔГ(t) data in Hz or M t~( t) & μ t~( t) dimensionless data. However, in order to analyse coagulation process more rigorously in terms of the clot mechanical structure, the study of M t~( t) & μ t~( t) time courses would be recommended for use. The results of modelling PPP and PPP+2 samples are shown in Fig. 10 . Again, as in the case of platelet aggregation, the most important aspects are concerned with the step-shaped form of the relative flexibility curve. Specifically: i). φ(t) is constant in time and is approximately 0.27. It indicates that the fibrin clot is more rigid than the platelet aggregate and much more rigid than a RBC layer; ii). One can assume that the clot in the contact zone consists of identical single fibrin segments adhered to the QCM sensor surface. Each segment has the same pair of mechanical characteristics M i~ & μ i~. In this instance, values of M t~( t) & μ t~( t) are proportional to the increasing number of segments adhered by time t. Meanwhile, φ is the rational qualitative parameter, being an attribute of single fibrin segment and hence, it does not change; iii). φ constant value of 0.27 was equal for PPP and PPP+2. Furthermore, it was detected that it was the same in more than 30 tests with normal plasma having wide range of fibrinogen concentrations. Hence, φ should be considered as an important mechanical qualitative characteristic of normal fibrin polymer attached to the particular type of surface. One can expect that φ is sensitive to the to the type of coagulation test (KccT, PT, APTT) and to the choice of QCM coating material (see -Δf(t) & ΔГ(t) curves presented in some publications [3, 24, 34] ). 
Conclusion
The derived mathematical model provides a novel basis for future investigations of blood mechanical properties with the use of QCM. The model gives clear and useful interpretation of QCM response as change in 3 output parameters: relative rigidity, relative elasticity and relative flexibility of blood components adhering to the sensor surface. The main advantages of using the model are as follows: i). In contrast to Borovikov or Kanazawa-Sauerbrey equations, that may lead to the "missing mass" and/or negative elasticity effects, the relative rigidity and relative elasticity values are always positive. It is always possible to find the unique μ t & M t combination for all situations described in introduction section and shown on Fig. 1 .
ii). The Relative flexibility described in this article is a concentration independent "qualitative" parameter and can be used in characterizing mechanical property of single erythrocyte in WB, single platelet aggregate "unit" in PRP and single fibrin polymer fibre in PPP clot. This opens new ways for QCM blood diagnostics. In fact, we see our potential future investigations in the areas of RBC rigidity/ deformability diagnostics at anaemia or diabetes; rigidity of platelet aggregate forming on a particular type of surface; fibrinogen fibre quality diagnostics at different fibrinogen disorders.
